BVGSA Modified Rules for 6u
Line-up Card

Line-up Game card must be completed and turned into the official at pre-game. All
players must be listed on the line-up card. If a player is not present or is injured,
mark through that player’s name and continue playing with no penalty to the team.

Warm Up

When a game is in session, no other teams may warm-up on the game field.

Game Time

50 minute time limit; complete the play and/or batter, then the game is over.
Final score reverts to the last completed inning.

Run Rule Limit

6 run limit per inning per team.

Players

All players bat. All players can play defense or free substitution on defense. A
team must have at least 6 players to play (no penalty).

Batter

A batter will receive up to 3 coach pitches to put the ball into play (balls, strikes,
and fouls do not matter during coach pitches). If the batter does not hit the
pitched ball into play, then the batter hits from the tee. Coaches are allowed to
pitch as close as 10 feet from the batter.

Running

Runners may attempt one additional base during an overthrow.

Stealing

No stealing! A runner who does lead off or tries for an extra base is at risk of
being put out by the defense and has to return to her original base.

Coaches

Coaches can be on the field during play. But may not have contact with a player.

Base Distance

This division will use 45 foot throw-down base distances.

Tee Usage

The tee may be placed on home plate or directly in front of home plate.

Injured Player

If a player is injured, the player who made the last out may take her place on base.

Mandatory Batting
Order

Coaches should develop a batting order for the first game and follow that order for
the entire season* – the on-deck batter at the conclusion of a game shall be the
leadoff batter for the following game. Violations are to be reported to the BVGSA
official onsite during game.

Mandatory
Defensive Player
Rotation

No player should be on the bench for two consecutive innings except for injury,
illness or discipline. No player should be on the bench twice in one game before
all other players sit on the bench at least once. Violations are to be reported to the
BVGSA official onsite during game.

Chanting

Chanting in the dugout is allowed. However, coaches should not allow any
derogatory chants or chants directed at the other team.

